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Jamie

Jamie is a player character played by Squidbot.

Jamie

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja Female
Date of Birth: YE 39
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Infantry/MP Investigator

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Task Force Inquisition

Physical Description

Jamie has a slightly pale white skin colour. She is blonde, a light yellow. Her neko ears and tail have a
light cream fur, much more light at the tips. Her eyes are heterochromic: yellow and blue. She has a thin
build and quite a high metabolism, making her hungry most of the time.She stands at about 5'1.

Personality

Jamie has a very explosive personality. She is normally enthusiastic, optimistic and hyperactive, and with
hyperactivity she can also be quite curious. She does suffer from sudden mood swings which can bring
her from extremely happy, to burning angry, or to depressing sadness. Though these mood swings are
quite rare, so she is normally in her “enthusiastic and optimistic” mood which is known to be annoying.
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History

Jamie is a relatively short, hyperactive infantry neko currently assigned to the Inquisition Fleet. After
being created, she was put into the normal infantry training, which she completed with no real problems.
Jamie excels in close quarters combat with short ranged weapons, melee weapons, or her own fists.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Jamie has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills

Social Connections

Jamie is connected to:

None yet

Inventory & Finance

Jamie has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Jamie currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case Squidbot becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Jamie
Character Owner Squidbot
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Plots Task Force Inquisition
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Entry Year YE 39
DOR Year YE 39
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